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Abstract  

     In this paper we introduce and study the concept of injective (Quasi-injective) extending gamma 

modules as a generalization of injective (Quasi-injective) gamma modules. An    module   is called 

injective (Quasi-injective) extending gamma modules if each proper    submodule in   is essential in 

injective (Quasi-injective)    submodule of  . The concept of injective extending gamma modules lie 

between injective gamma modules and quasi-injective gamma modules. 
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1. Preliminaries: 

     Let   and   be two additive abelian groups, 

  is called a   ring (in the sense of Barnes), if 

there exists a mapping              , 

written              such that         

        ,                ,       

            and                 for 

all         and       [4]. A subset   of 

  ring   is said to be a right (left) ideal of   if 

  is an additive subgroup of   and     

 (       , where     {          

     }. If    is both right and left ideal, we 

say that   is an ideal of  . An element 1 in    

ring   is unity if there exists element      

such that             for every    , in 

this paper we denote      to the element such  

 

 

that     is the unity, unities in   rings differ 

from unities in rings, it is possible for a   ring 

have more than one unity [9]. A    ring   is 

called commutative, if          for any 

      and    . 

     Let   be a   ring and   be an additive 

abelian group. Then   together with a 

mapping             , written   

            such that            

          ,                     , 

                 ,           

          for each                  and 

         , is called a left     module, 

similarly one can defined right    module [4]. 

A left    module   is unitary if there exist 
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elements, say 1 in   and      such that 

       for every    . 

     Let   be an    module. A nonempty 

subset   of    is said to be an    submodule 

of   (denoted by    ) if   is a subgroup of 

  and      , where     {         

        } [4]. An    module   is called 

simple if       and the only 

   submodules of   are   and   [6], A 

  ring   is called simple if       and the 

only ideals of   are   and  . If   is a nonempty 

subset of  , then the    submodule of   

generated by   denoted by 〈 〉 and 〈 〉   

{       },   is called the generator of 

〈 〉 and 〈 〉 is finitely generated if | |   . In 

particular , if   { }, then〈 〉 is called the 

cyclic    submodule of   generated by  . 

〈 〉     { ∑      
 
     ∑        

 
         

                         } . If   is 

unitary, then 〈 〉  {∑             
      

           } [4]. An    submodule   of 

   module   is called essential (denote by 

    ) if every nonzero    submodule of   

has nonzero intersection with  , in this case we 

say that   is an essential extension of  , 

equivalent to, for each nonzero element   in   

there is              and              

such that ∑              
    [1]. An 

   submodule   of     module   is called 

direct summand of   if there exists an 

   submodule   of    such that       

and      , in this case   is written as 

      [2]. An    module   is called 

semisimple if every    submodule is a direct 

summand of   [3]. An    submodule   of 

   module   is called closed in   if it has no 

proper essential extension in  , equivalent to 

saying that the only solution of the relation  

 

       is     [2].  

     Let   and   be two    modules. A 

mapping       is called homomorphism of 

   modules (simply    homomorphism) if 

                 and               

for each           and    . An 

   homomorphism is    monomorphism if 

it is one-to-one and    epimorphism if it is 

onto, the set of all    homomorphisms from 

  into   denote by      
      in particular 

if    ,      
      denote by      

   . 

If   is    module, then      
    is a 

  ring with the mapping         
      

     
         

    denoted by  

            where                 , 

for          
    ,    and    . All 

modules in this paper are unitary left 

   modules, in this case   is a right 

     
    –module with the mapping     

       
         

    by          

    where            , for        
   , 

    and     [4].  

     The notions of injective gamma modules and 

quasi-injective gamma modules have been 

introduced by M. S. Abbas, S. A. Al-saadi and 

E. A. Shallal in [1] and [2]. If    and   are two 

   modules, then   is called   injective 

   module if for any    submodule   of   

and for any    homomorphism       

there exists an    homomorphism       

such that      where   is the  inclusion 

mapping [1]. An    module   is injective if it 

is    injective for any    module  . It is 

proved in [1], that every gamma module can be 

embedded in injective gamma module called 

injective hull and denote by      which is 

unique up to isomorphism.  
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2. Injective Extending Gamma Modules 

     We extended. the concept of injective 

extending gamma modules from category. of 

modules [8] to the category. of gamma .modules 

which is lie between injective gamma modules 

[1] and quasi-injective gamma modules [2]. 

 

     An   module   is called extending if 

every submodule of   is essential in a 

direct0summand of   [8]. 

 

Definition 2.1.  An    module   is called 

  Extending if every    submodule of   is  

essential in a direct0summand of  . 

 

Proposition 2.2. An    module   is 

  Extending if and only if each closed 

   submodule of   is a direct0summand of 

 . 

Proof: Let   be closed    submodule of 

  Extending    module  , then there is an 

   submodule   of   such that 

       , so    . Conversely , Let   

be a    submodule  , then by using Zorn’s 

lemma   has a maximal essential extension   

in   which is closed, so by hypothesis   is 

direct summand of  , thus   is   Extending. 

     The following proposition follows from 

Corollary(3.11) in [2]. 

 

Proposition 2.3. Every quasi-injective 

   module is   Extending. 

     The converse of Proposition(2.3) is not true 

in general as in Example(2.4)(2). 

 

Examples 2.4. 

1- Every semisimple (simple)    module is 

  Extending. Since every    submodule 

of   is a direct0summand, then   is 

  Extending. In particular,     as 

   module is   Extending. 

2- Let   {           } and     

{(
 
 
)     }. Then0  is   ring by  

          with       (
 
 
)        

            . Let     be an ideal of  , 

any another ideal   of   with       , 

take            ,   (
 
 
)    and 

        any element in  , then 

                   (
 
 
)            

  , also               

      (
 
 
)              , so      , 

hence    , thus    , so every ideal in 

  is essential, therefore   is   Extending. 

Note that   is not quasi-injective, take the 

ideal    {              } and 

   homomorphism       by 

                      for each            

  , if   quasi-injective, then there is     

  which extends   , so                     

           (        (
 
 
)         )  

        (
 
 
)          , hence           

  

  
    

 

 
  contradiction. 

 

Definition 2.5. An    module   is called 

injective extending (   Extending) if each 

proper    submodule of   is  essential in 

injective    submodule of  , that is, for each 

proper    submodule    , there exists an 

injective    submodule   of     such that 

    . 

 

Proposition 2.6. If   is    Extending 

   module, then each proper closed 

   submodule of   is injective. 
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Proof: Assume     is proper closed 

   submodule, then there is an injective 

   submodule   of with       , so 

   , thus   is injective. 

     The converse of Proposition(2.3) is not true 

in general, for example   as    module , the 

only proper closed     submodule of   which 

is injective is 0 but   is not    Extending. 

 

     The following proposition gives the converse 

of Proposition(2.6) under certain conditions. 

First we note that a semisimple    module 

different from    Extending. The    module  

      is semisimple but not    Extending, 

if not, then    is injective by Proposition(2.6) 

contradiction. The    module   is injective, 

so    Extending but not semisimple. 

Proposition 2.7. Let   semisimple 

   module. Then   is a    Extending if and 

only if each proper closed    submodule in   

is injective. 

Proof: For each proper    submodule   of 

 ,   has a maximal essential extension   by 

Zorn’s lemma. It is clear that   is closed and 

proper, so by hypothesis,   is injective, thus   

is    Extending. 

 

Proposition 2.8. Let   be    module, if   

has a proper nonessential    submodule, than 

  is     Extending if and0only if each proper 

closed    submodule is injective. 

Proof: Assume   is a proper nonessential 

   submodule of an    module  , then by 

Zorn's lemma there is maximal    submodule 

  of   such that     , clear   is closed and 

proper, so by hypothesis   is injective. By 

Proposition(1.9) in [3], there is nonzero 

   submodule   of   such that      , 

again by hypothesis   is injective, hence   is 

injective[1]. The obverse by Proposition(2.6).  

Proposition 2.9. If   is    Extending 

   module, then every proper closed 

   submodule of   is a direct summand of  . 

In particular, every    Extending    module 

is   Extending. 

Proof: Let   is a proper closed    submodule 

of    Extending    module  , then   is 

injective    submodule of   by 

Proposition(2.6), by Proposition(1.9) in [1]   is 

a direct summand of  . 

 

Proposition 2.10. Every injective    module 

is    Extending. 

Proof: Let   be a proper    submodule of an 

injective    module  . Then by Zorn’s 

lemma   has a maximal essential extension   

in  , clearly that   is closed, by 

Corollary(3.11) in [2]   is a direct summand in 

 , so   is injective by Examples and 

Remarks(1.10) (3) in [1], thus   is 

   Extending. 

 

     Proposition(2.10) shows that there are a lot 

of    Extending    modules , for any 

   module   it’s injective hull is 

   Extending . In fact every    module can 

be embedded in    Extending    module 

see [1]. 

 

Proposition 2.11. Let   be    Extending 

   module. If   has a nontrivial closed 

   submodule, then   is injective. 

Proof: Let   be a nontrivial closed 

   submodule of    Extending    module 

 . Then by Proposition(2.6)   is injective 

   submodule and by Proposition(1.9) in [1] 

  is a direct summand of  , so       for 

some    submodule   of  , since   is a 

nontrivial, then   is proper closed and again by 
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Proposition(2.6)   is injective and so   is 

injective [1]. 

 

Examples 2.12. 

1- Every simple    module is 

   Extending, since the only proper closed 

   submodule is 0 .In particular, the 

   module      is    Extending. 

Note that   is not injective [1], so the 

converse of Proposition(2.10) is not true in 

general. 

2- Let    ,     and     , then   is not 

   Extending, since the    submodule 

〈 〉 is not essential in any injective 

   submodule. Note that   is a 

  Extending since the only closed 

   submodule of   is 0 which is direct 

summand, hence the converse of 

Proposition(2.9) is not true in general. 

3- Let      as     module  , the only 

ideals of    are 0 ,    , 〈 〉 and 〈 〉 , then    

is semisimple    module but not 

   Extending. 

4- If   is semisimple    module, then every 

   module is injective [3], so 

   Extending. 

     Direct sum of two    Extending 

   modules may not be    Extending, for 

example The    module    is    Extending  

but not injective Examples(2.12)(1), the 

   module       is not    Extending, if  

not, then    is injective by Proposition(2.6) 

which is a contradiction . 

 

Proposition 2.13. If direct sum of every two 

   Extending    modules is    Extending, 

then   is injective if and only if   is 

   Extending. 

Proof: Let    be    Extending, since 

       is injective, so   is    Extending 

by Proposition(2.10), hence by hypothesis 

    is     Extending, by Proposition(2.6)   

is injective. 

 

     The following proposition gives the converse 

of Proposition(2.6) under another condition. 

 

Proposition 2.14. Let   be    module 

contains a nontrivial nonessential 

   submodule. Then the following statements 

are equivalent: 

1-   is injective. 

2-   is    Extending. 

3- Every proper closed    submodule of 

  is injective. 

Proof:         By Proposition(2.10). 

        By Proposition(2.6).         

Assume   is a nontrivial    submodule which 

is not essential in  , then by Zorn's lemma   

has a maximal essential extension 

   submodule   in   which is closed in  , if 

    then   is essential in   contradiction, 

so   is a proper by hypothesis   is injective and 

a direct summand of   by Proposition(1.9) in 

[1], so       for some    submodule   

of  , if     a contradiction, hence   is a 

proper again by hypothesis   is injective, 

therefore   is injective [1]. 

 

Proposition 2.15. An    module   is 

   Extending if and only if   contains 

injective hulls of each of its proper 

   submodule. 

Proof: For each proper    submodule   of 

   Extending    module  , there exists 

injective    submodule   of   such that 

       but        which is minimal 
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injective extension of  , so          

 , hence       . 

 

Corollary 2.16. If   is    Extending, then   

is injective hull of each proper essential 

   submodule of  . 

Proof: For each proper essential 

   submodule   of  , by Proposition(2.15) 

       but      is injective, therefore by 

Proposition(1.9) in [1]      is a direct 

summand of  , so          for some 

   submodule   of  . But     , then 

    , thus         

 

     In the following proposition we a 

characterization of    Extending 

   modules in which every proper 

   submodule lies under injective direct 

summand. 

 

Proposition 2.17. An    module    is 

   Extending if and only if for every proper 

   submodule   of  , there exists a 

decomposition         such that    is 

injective,       and        . 

Proof: Assume that   is a proper 

   submodule of  , then there exists injective 

   submodule    such that        , so 

by Proposition(1.9) in [1]    is a direct 

summand of  , hence         for some 

   submodule    of  , since        by 

Lemma(3.3) in [1]              . 

 

Proposition 2.18. Let   be    module. Then 

  is    Extending if and only if either   is 

simple or   is injective. 

Proof: Assume   is not simple, then there 

exists a nonzero    submodule   of   with 

   , Also there exists injective 

   submodule   such that        but   

is a direct summand of   by Proposition(1.9) in 

[1], then       for some    submodule   

of  , if    , then   is injective, if    , 

then   is proper closed, so by Proposition(2.6)   

is injective, hence   is injective [1]. The other 

direction follows from Proposition(2.10). 

 

Corollary 2.19.  Every    Extending 

   module is quasi-injective. 

 

Corollary 2.20.  Let    be a not simple 

   module. Then   is injective if and only if 

  is    Extending. 

 

3. Quasi-Injective Extending Gamma 

Modules 

     In this section we introduce the concept of 

quasi-injective extending gamma modules as a 

generalization of quasi-injective gamma 

modules. An    module   is quasi-injective 

if it is   injective, that is for any 

   submodule   of   and 

   homomorphism       , there exists an 

   endomorphism   of   such that      

where   is the inclusion mapping of   into   

[2].  

 

Definition 3.1. An    module   is called 

quasi-injective extending gamma (simply 

    Extending) if every proper 

   submodule of   is  essential in a quasi-

injective    submodule of  , that is, for each 

proper    submodule   of   , there exists an 

quasi-injective    submodule   of   such 

that     . 

 

Proposition 3.2. If   is     Extending 

   module, then each proper closed 

   submodule of   is quasi-injective. 
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Proof: Assume   is proper closed 

   submodule of  , then there exists an 

quasi-injective    submodule   of such  that 

      , since   is closed then    . 

 

     The converse of Proposition(3.2) is not true 

in general, for example     as    module. 

 

Proposition 3.3. If   is     Extending 

   module, then     is quasi-injective for 

each proper direct summand   of     . 

Proof: Let   be a proper direct summand of 

    , then          for some 

   submodule   of     ,  we claim that 

    is closed in  , assume that        

where   is an    submodule of   with 

     , let    , then       where 

    and    . Now consider    , then 

   . But         and       

    , therefore there is              and 

             such that ∑      
 
         

 , so ∑      
 
    ∑      

 
    ∑      

 
   , and 

∑      
 
    ∑      

 
    ∑      

 
        

 , thus ∑      
 
    ∑      

 
    ∑      

 
    

   , since          , then 

             , but       , so 

     , hence ∑      
 
      which is a 

contradiction, thus     is closed in  , if 

     , then    , so       but 

       , then     which is a 

contradiction, thus      is a proper closed 

   submodule of  , so by Proposition(3.2) 

     is a quasi-injective. 

 

Proposition 3.4. Every quasi-injective 

   module is     Extending. 

Proof: Assume   is quasi-injective and   is a 

proper    submodule of  , then by Zorn's 

lemma   is essential in a maximal closed 

   submodule   of  , by Corollary(3.11) in 

[2]   is a quasi-injective, hence   is 

    Extending. 

 

     The converse of Proposition(3.4) is not true 

in general, see Example(3.8)(5). 

 

Corollary 3.5.  Every semisimple    module 

is     Extending. 

 

     The converse of Corollary(3.5) is not true in 

general, for Example     as    module is 

injective, so     Extending but not 

semisimple. 

 

     An    module   is called regular if for 

each    , there exists        
      

and     such that          [3]. Every 

cyclic    submodule of regular    module 

is a direct summand [3]. 

 

Corollary 3.6. Every regular cyclic 

   module is     Extending. 

 

     The converse of Corollary(3.6) is not true in 

general, for example     as    module is 

    Extending but not regular. 

 

     It is proved in [2], that every gamma module 

has quasi-injective extension say quasi-injective 

hull (denote by     )  which is unique up to 

isomorphism.  

 

Corollary 3.7. Every    module can be 

embedded in     Extending. 

 

Examples 3.8. 

1- If   is     Extending , then   contains 

quasi-injective hull of each it's proper 

   submodules, the proof is essentially as 

in Proposition(2.15). 
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2- An    module      as    module is a 

semisimple [3], so   is     Extending by 

Corollary(3.5). Note that   is not 

   Extending 

3- Every    Extending is     Extending. 

The converse is not true for example see 

Example(2). 

4- The    module        is not 

    Extending, if not the    submodule 

        is proper closed in   which is 

not quasi-injective [2], which is a 

contradiction by Proposition(3.2). 

5- Let         as     module. The only 

   submodules of   are (0),     

      ,          ,        〈 〉  

{                       },    〈     〉  

{                       },    〈     〉  

{           },    〈     〉  {           }  

and  . Note that       and    are simple , 

   semisimple ,       , so every proper  

   submodule of   is quasi-injective, 

hence   is     Extending but   is not 

quasi-injective since the    submodule  

      but    is a direct summand while 

   is not direct summand which is a 

contradiction see Corollary(3.9) in [2]. 

6- The    module         is not 

    Extending, since       where 

  〈 〉    and   〈 〉     , so   is a 

proper closed of   but   is not quasi-

injective since the    submodule   

    〈 〉          of     is not direct 

summand of     which is contradiction see 

Corollary(3.9) in [2].  

    The concept quasi-injective extending gamma 

modules is a proper generalization of quasi-

injective gamma modules, see 

Examples(3.8)(5). 

 

    We conclude from Proposition(2.10), 

Corollary(2.19) and Proposition(3.4) the 

following chart of implications for 

   modules 

 

                                            
  

              

  
                 

 

 

     An    submodule of      Extending 

need not be     Extending, for example The 

   module   is injective [1] hence 

    Extending but the    submodule   is 

not     Extending by Examples(3.8)(1). 

    

  An    submodule   of    module   is 

called    idempotent if        
     and 

  is called fully    idempotent if every 

   submodule of     is    idempotent [3]. 

 

Proposition 3.9.  If   is     Extending. Then 

every proper    idempotent    submodule 

of   is quasi-injective (    Extending). 

Proof: Let   be a proper    idempotent 

   submodule of     Extending  . Then   

contains quasi-injective hull      of   by 

Examples(3.8). Since   is    idempotent, 

then        
       . For each  

   submodule   of   and 

   homomorphism      , there exists 

            which extends  , for each 

   ,       where        
     , 
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    and    , so             

        , thus   is quasi-injective [3].  

 

Corollary 3.10.  Let   be fully 

   idempotent. Then   is     Extending if 

and only if every    submodule of   is 

    Extending. 

    An    module    is called duo if      

   for each    submodule     of    and 

        
    [3]. 

 

Corollary 3.11.  If   is duo    Extending 

   module, then every    submodule of   

is quasi-injective. 

Proof: By Corollary(2.19)   is quasi-injective. 

For any proper     submodule    of  , let   

be an    submodule of   and        be an 

   homomorphism, then there exists 

            which extends to  , since   

is quasi-injective, then         [2], hence 

     
     is extends to   but   is duo 

therefore      
     extends to  , thus   

is quasi-injective [2].  

     It is proved in [3], that every fully 

   idempotent     module is duo. 

 

Corollary 3.12.  If   is fully    idempotent 

   Extending    module, then every 

   submodule of   is quasi-injective. 

 

     We need the following lemma to prove 

Proposition(3.14).  

 

Lemma 3.13. Let   be an    module. If   

essential    submodule of   and   is a closed 

   submodule of  , then     is closed in  . 

Proof: Let   be a closed    submodule of   

and   essential    submodule of  . By 

Lemma(3.5) in [2]   must be a complement of 

some    submodule   of  ,             

           . Assume there is an 

   submodule   of   contains     

properly , then          , so there exists 

        where    ,     and    , 

since   essential in  , then there exists 

             and               such that 

  ∑      
 
    ∑      

 
    ∑      

 
     

   , so ∑      
 
    ∑      

 
    ∑      

 
     

      , hence   ∑      
 
     

       , so     is maximal 

   submodule of   with respect to 

             , hence     is a 

complement of      in  . 

 

Proposition 3.14. Let   be a     Extending 

   module and   be a nontrivial closed 

   submodule of  . Then   and    are 

quasi-injective    submodule of  . 

Proof: Let   be a nontrivial closed 

   submodule of an     Extending 

   module  . Then   is a quasi-injective by 

Proposition(3.2). In case        , then 

   is a proper closed in   and hence    is a 

quasi-injective by Proposition(3.2), in case 

      , then there is a quasi-injective 

   submodule   of   such that   

        since         by 

Lemma(3.4) in [2], then      but   is closed 

in  , so       is closed in   by 

Lemma(3.13), hence   is a quasi-injective by 

Corollary(3.11) in  [2].      

 

 

    

   Direct sum of two     Extending need not 

be     Extending, for example see 

Examples(3.8)(6). 
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Proposition 3.15. If the direct sum of every two 

    Extending is     Extending, then   is 

quasi-injective if and only if   is 

    Extending. 

Proof: Let    be     Extending, since      

is quasi-injective, so      is     Extending, 

hence        is     Extending, by 

Proposition(3.2)   is quasi-injective. 
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 اهاگهن نوط  ( الاغوارية -)شبه  التىسع هقاسات

 

 ههذي صادق عباس              سعذ عبذالكاظن الساعذي                عواد علاوي شلال

 ضيات  ,  كلية العلىم  ,  الجاهعة الوستنصريةقسن الريا

 الوستخلص :

فً هذا البحث ًطزح هفهىم الوقاسات الاغوارٌة )شبه الاغوارٌة ( الوىسعة هي ًوط كاها كتعوٍن الى هفهىم الوقاسات الاغوارٌة )شبه      

ٌكىى  𝑀وط كاها اذا كاى كل هقاس جزئً فعلً فً ٌسوى هقاس اغواري )شبه اغواري( هىسع هي ً 𝑀الاغوارٌة ( هي ًوط كاها . الوقاس 

. هفهىم الوقاسات الاغوارٌة الوىسعة هي ًوط كاها تقع بٍي الوقاسات الاغوارٌة هي ًوط  𝑀جىهزٌا" فً هقاس جزئً اغواري )شبه اغواري( فً 

 كاها والوقاسات شبه الاغوارٌة هي ًوط كاها .
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